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Hoa mai vang dep nhat

Mai is one of the ornamental plants with the most iconic symbol from antiquity. If you say yellow apricot is the most popular flower in Vietnam, you may not know that the whole family is very diverse and give a lot of beauty value to homeowners. As an easy-growing plant that does not need much care, it is easy to look at the flowering time
on the occasion of Tet, so apricot trees are popular with many people. Not only of the elegant beauty but also the gentle scent that apricot flowers give hybrids in every Tet for spring. This article will give you some information about the types of apricots as well as their names. Yellow apricot tree + Wild apricot tree in the forest has 5 to 9
wings, but sometimes up to 12-18 wings. + Body: Wood has a soft high bar look. Dry with drought and extremely good water. + Leaves: There is a sharp oval shape at the head, apricots often pour out leaves in winter and flower in spring. + Flowers: Flowers bloom in bunches, there are long rolls suspended on branches, sometimes
fragrant, discreet. Each flower bud usually has five petals, up to nine, ten wings or hundreds of wings. Each type of apricot has a unique common feature is that there are yellow flowers and blooms on the New Year brings good luck to the distiller. Currently, our country has hundreds of apricot varieties imported and bred together but let's
take a look at some of the best apricot varieties. 1. Mai Dai Dai Dai Recently appeared a beautiful apricot seed for each flower can have up to 36 petals overlapping for a better perspective. The petals are larger than each locus tree, only a few flowers are enough to attract all eyes. More than the flowering time is longer than other flowers,
the buds of the flowers grow larger and larger about 3-5 days to bloom because there are up to 36 petals compared to 12 petals of other apricots, so the buds of apricots are also larger and more colorful. This is a hybrid flower that is sown with plants that are difficult to quality as the mother plant. Since there are many such benefits,
recently people gradually replaced apricot wealth for other types of apricots for Tet. And yet it is possible to graft the branches of loco dai apricot trees into other apricot trees that will shorten the harvest time and the economic efficiency is also higher. 2. Mai Mai water projection this is the only line of apricots There are non-yellow flowers,
the leaves are also smaller than many other apricots. However, it cannot be ignored because it is a tree that is sought after by many ornamental players. Its advantages can be mentioned as follows: large lumpy stems, flowering year round flowers with a small aroma, can bend high shape ... The old water mats are beautifully shaped
artists can be sold for up to several hundred million dong. A beautiful bonsai apricot tree is evaluated based on the large, lumpy of the root, the shape of the tree, whether the tree blooms or not. Especially in the line of water projection apricots are also divided into many types imported from abroad such as small hydrolymetic apricot
leaves, large hydrolyming apricots, super cotton mats ... in which the leaves are small, and super cotton is preferred. 3. Red apricot blooms About a year recently appeared a very fancy red apricot variety many people imported from China to sell for new year. This breed is quite conspicuous with a relatively small tree shape but the flower
is very large, the flower is red, the plant is very diligent, the flower is suitable for placing indoors and offices. Since the launch of the tree is sold very expensively for about 2 million VND for a fairly small tree. After Tet, the remaining red apricot trees are also collected by ornamental players for breeding and posing for use next year. Mai has
a very long lifespan, so this year's apricot tree can be cared for, posed, flowered and in time for next year's New Year will cost more. Because of this property, many people like to collect apricot trees that are easy to care for and have high economic efficiency. 4. Mai traditional Buffalo This breed has a long time in our country a small
number of cotton, relatively large leaves are very strong growth ability. Its main drawbacks are relatively small flowers and smaller petals that are not comparable to the latest hybrid apricots. However, these apricot trees are very old and can be hundreds of years old. These stumps are used to graft with other super cotton varieties to form
valuable works. In traditional apricot varieties are also divided into many types such as apricot bars characterized by flowers with extremely fragrant yellow-green color, chrysanthemum apricots with round flower buds that beautiful glossy blue micro-tablets ... In these apricots, it is also produce different types of petals on a different cotton
size. 5. White apricot blooms (ginm mai) Bach Mai seemed a lot on social media but few people witnessed this white apricot tree the first time. It is said that this apricot is only found in a famous Temple of Phung Son in China, but this type of apricot is difficult to breed and to maintain its rarity, it is not common. This flower called Bach Mai
each flower has 6-8 petals quite large flowering thick this flower is said to be quite picky just living in a cold place with special soil. Currently, thanks to the hybrid appearance of hundreds of apricots with different properties, there are still no rare and toxic like white apricots.  6. Burmese apricot blooms Burma What many people are
particularly interested in is the shape and size of the apricot flowers. Burmese flowers have 5 petals but each petal is large, thick and curved like grapefruit flowers that look different from other apricots. That's why this apricot is more sought after by tomorrow's players. And yet the leaves of this plant have a very beautiful marble green
color so another name is marbled apricot. To own this type of apricot you need to spend a significant amount of money, the pots of electric apricots on the market today are mostly grafted from burmese apricot flower branches with other apricot trees. 7. Mai Huynh Billion Mai Huynh Billion If you are a tomorrow player must have heard of
apricot seed Huynh Billions, the apricot is the seed created by an artist in our country between the great fortune and daisy apricot. The characteristic thing is that each cotton has 24 wings folded in 3 rows regularly and completely wrong cotton. In early 2012, this type of apricot was highly sought after by artists. But in recent years, too
many types of apricots have been born with various benefits that also help to overshadow this apricot variety. =&gt; You may be interested in the product: table lifts to move, lifting apricot pots, ornamental plants. 8. Mai Quadruple Quarter Mai quadruple or also known as apricot balusters. Because the flowers bloom twice and have a
longer flowering time than other apricots.  Mai quadruple belongs to the family apricot, woody. Usually the tree is 2-3m high if planted in the climate of Vietnam. Mai is native to Thailand, the tree can grow up to 8m high. Depending on the time, the four quarters bear a distinct color.  Mai Quadripleth Initially, yellow flowers have 5 wings
about 4cm in diameter. After the petals fall off, the petals gradually turn red and then embrace the pistes, like papillae like a new flower bud. Wei flower beads, pushing 5 calyxes out in a beautiful red flower. The piste is blue when ripe to black and is surrounded by a flaming red flower. Quadruple flowers are grown quite popular by
Vietnamese people. It is considered a feng shui tree. Because of the flowers bloom all year round and very easy to care for. It is common to breed quadriplegic apricots with cut wings, extract branches or sow seeds. 9. Most apricots are called apricots, but the most apricot flowers (white apricot, white apricot or stamens) belong to the
family of peaches and apricots. It's a cold-kned tree. Heavily cultivated in the north and north central of our country. The flowers usually have 10-12 petals, the buds are pale pink, when they bloom turn white and turn pink when they are near the end. Most apricots are quite slow growing plants so this apricot seed is very precious. The
flowers bloom twice a year. Unlike the four quarters, most apricots bloom in late winter until early spring and then stop. The second time is in the early summer, this time the flowers bloom longer and more blisters. The most players are usually a connoisseur of tomorrow. Most of the apricots are mainly beautiful in appearance, the more
unique the shape, the higher the value of the apricot tree. 9. Chrysanthemum apricot (i.e. apricot, centenary yellow apricot) Apricot is apricot but has an external look that looks like a daisy. The flowers are about 5-7cm in diameter, the petals are yellow, thin and cascaded. Stamens are often hidden inside by apricot petals. The flowers
have a mild aroma.  Chrysanthemum apricots This flower is a flower hybrid of patients from many different varieties. Very popular on the market today on the occasion of Tet. Although not many buds, the flowers bloom very large and long fall off. 10. Pink apricot, also known as red apricot, single hemp oil. Flowers belong to the Great
Raids family, known as apricots but not belonging to the family apricot. Trees 1-3m high, native to North America, are imported and grown in many tropical countries, including Vietnam. Apricot flowers are dark pink, growing individually in bunches on each end of the branch. Green, oval leaves are often planted as fences or urban
decorations.  11. Apricot flowers are shaped relatively similar to traditional yellow apricot flowers, however is a type of apricot with light blue color, dark blue balusters, growing from 5-12 wings, large round wings, folded in serial. Since the color is not particularly eye-catching, this apricot is less popular and extremely rare on the market.
Apricot bar is a mutant apricot from golden apricot. When the apricot does not yet hatch, it is difficult to distinguish it from the traditional golden apricot. Apricot bars are grown mainly from grafting methods. Currently, buying this apricot variety is difficult, in the case of the original feng shui bar apricot, the primitive re-plant should be less
breeding. 12. Phuc Loc Mai Phuc Loc mai, also known as blue apricot is a new apricot seed that has appeared on the market about 3 years ago. Phuc Loc mai has two types. The first type is reddish, yellowish pistiller, hatching from 3-5 days depending on the weather conditions. After flowering, the seeds will be sown. The second type of
phuc Loc mai is that after the petals bloom, they will turn into leaves. The flowers have a green color on the leaves mixed with a little earthy brown color near the stamens. Hatch for 1-2 weeks and then turn into apricot leaves. Unique in that, these two flowers will grow on the same plant and only 5-petaled reddish flower with yellow pisor
will yield fruit.  13. Apricot flowers are also called Taiwanese gold apricots. This is a yellow apricot with a very large flower size, the diameter of each flower can be up to 15-20cm, the woody body is 2-4m high, the plant is very fast growing and well adapted to the tropical climate. Mai has been enrolled in Vietnam for the last 10 years. For
each apricot root sold in the garden costs from several tens of thousands to several hundred thousand depending on the age of the plant. Apricot flower 14. Apricot Apricot is a flower that grows a lot in the north and northwest of our country. Small flowers are pinkish white, bloom in spring, woody stems 5-7m high. It is a cold-hearted plant
with 5 wings with yellow stamens, purple or dark green howled perilla. The flowers usually grow individually but in gardens, and each spring the flowers bloom white throughout the northwest mountains, looking like a Japanese apricot flower. Apricot cherry blossoms or cherry blossoms are flowers that can be considered a symbol of the
northern part of our country every new year. Flowers usually have 5-24 petals, a small diameter of about 3-4cm. With cold properties, today flowers are grown in Dalat to serve tourism. Cherry Blossoms 16 tomorrow. Yellow apricot flowers are beeswax, water droplets, trees, in the Highlands and is a very good cold bearer. The yellow
apricot tree belongs to the family apricots, which are deciduous shrubs native to China. The plant is from 9-10 years old to flower, blooming at the end of winter. Light aroma as yellow apricot blooms. The apricot tree is about 2-3m high, the branches grow opposite, the branches are 1 year old can bloom. The leaves have a horizontal oval
shape, and the flowers pour down to cover the crimson station.  Huang Mai 17. Mai Mai Mountain Mai Mountain, or Apricot Forest, is a species of apricot that grows on mountains or high hills. Due to their natural nature, mountain apricots often bloom in late winter when the weather starts to get cold. Mai has 8-12 wings, grows the tree on
rough cliffs, lives mainly thanks to rainwater and fog. In Vietnam it is common to see mountains in the hills of the central highlands. 18. Mai Range Of Morning Range are apricot species that grow on the trunks of other trees. The flowers range from 20-40 wings, 4.5cm in diameter. Petals when stacked and cover the balusters inside. The
trunk is usually sturdy, the flowers grow densely. Tomorrow's 19. Mai wing concave wings are concave wings also known as recessed chopsticks, which belong to the family of apricots, the body is 6-12m high. The concave winged apricot has long plates, macast grows in bunches of the bladaxils. The flowers are lemon yellow in color, the
wings are concave inside, the diameter of the flower is very small about 2cm compared to the leaves 12-14cm long. Concave apricot is a species of apricot originating in Indochina, commonly found in Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand. &gt;&gt;Read more news: The most popular orchid species today Mai wings concave 20. Blue apricot
flowers are native to Central America, belonging to the family grass, woody vines. The flowers are violet in color, some varieties are blue-purple or blue-white, with small star-shaped wings. The flowers bloom in chains 20-40cm thick, looking like a zi flower. It is extremely sunny, often planted as a front fence. Mai Xanh Source: Collectibles
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